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Chairman Graham, Ranking Member Feinstein, and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for holding this hearing on 5G, national security, intellectual property, and the impact on competition and innovation. As wireless communication technologies become more pervasive and ubiquitous, cybersecurity in communications takes on a greater role in protecting both individual consumers and national security as a whole. New technological phenomena such as 5G networks and the Internet of Things hold great promise but also great risk.

My name is Charles Duan, and I am the Director for Technology and Innovation Policy at the R Street Institute, a nonprofit, nonpartisan public policy research organization. Our mission is to engage in policy research and outreach to promote free markets and limited, effective government in many areas, including competition and growth in the technology sector. This statement represents my individual views and does not necessarily reflect the views of other scholars at the R Street Institute.

As the Committee contemplates ways of ensuring cybersecurity, it should focus especially on the classic American strategy for success in all commercial endeavors: competition in the market. Strong competition among private firms has long been a recipe for innovation, growth, and consumer welfare. Competition also increases cybersecurity. As explained below, extensive economic research finds that competition encourages technology firms to patch security vulnerabilities, invest in stronger cybersecurity, and protect their customers to a greater degree. Furthermore, competition prevents a troubling phenomenon known in computer science circles as a “monoculture,” in which a technological ecosystem dominated by a single product or vendor catastrophically fails, potentially taking down critical infrastructure. Diversity in products and services, fostered by competition among a diversity of firms in the market, can help to avoid these cybersecurity threats.
There are at least three ways to promote competition in emerging technology markets such as 5G and the Internet of Things (or “IoT”). First, this Committee should seek to reduce barriers that prevent new firms from entering markets, and avoid efforts to stymie new entrants. This is acutely important in view of numerous calls to block foreign companies in the name of national security; the national security concerns are not to be ignored, but they must be evaluated and weighed against their competition-limiting effects. Second, the Committee should look to curtail anticompetitive practices within industries. The ongoing use of complex patent licensing strategies within the telecommunications sector is especially concerning from a competition standpoint, and it warrants serious investigation. Third, the Committee should consider the ways in which regulatory barriers to the use of new technologies can have disproportionate impact on small firms and thus unintentionally entrench incumbents, potentially to the detriment of cybersecurity.

I. Competition Ensures Cybersecurity in Emerging Communication Technologies

To ensure cybersecurity in a world of ubiquitous devices, an essential component is competition among firms up and down the vertical chain.¹ Competition promotes better cybersecurity in at least two ways. First, multiple studies show that competition encourages firms to improve their products on multiple vectors including cybersecurity. Second, competition avoids a situation that security experts call a “monoculture,” which increases vulnerability to severe cyberattacks.

¹This is not to say that competition is the sole ingredient to increasing cybersecurity. As my colleague Paul Rosenzweig explains, there are appropriate regulatory measures to be taken to promote cybersecurity as well. Testimony of Paul Rosenzweig, Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Consumer Credit of the House Committee on Financial Services, “Choosing the Right Cybersecurity Standards,” 115th Congress (GPO, Feb. 14, 2018), https://www.rstreet.org/2018/02/14/congressional-testimony-paul-roenzweig-on-choosing-the-right-cybersecurity-standards/.
A. Economic Research Demonstrates That Competition Drives Firms to Produce More Secure Products

Economic research shows that monopolists are unlikely to follow good cybersecurity practices. Thus, avoidance of market concentration increases the likelihood that firms will produce more secure products. Intuitively, this makes sense: Computer security is a value-added benefit to consumers, so firms in competitive markets are likely to use security improvements to gain an edge over their competitors, and are likely to poke holes in their competitors’ products to draw consumers away from them. By contrast, monopolized markets offer less external impetus to test products for flaws, and a monopolist may choose to focus less on security and more on new product features or increased product quality.

Economic research confirms these hypotheses about competition leading to better cybersecurity. A 2009 empirical study of web browsers considered the impact of market concentration on the amount of time that vendors took to fix security vulnerabilities as they were discovered.² The study found that the presence of more competitors correlated with faster cybersecurity response—a reduction of 8–10 days in response time per additional market rival.³ Similarly, in 2005 business researchers modeled incentives for firms to share cybersecurity information, and concluded that the “inclination to share information and invest in security technologies increases as the degree of competitiveness in an industry increases.”⁴ Another study concluded that, where two software firms are in competition, at least one will be willing to take on some degree of risk and responsibility for cybersecurity, whereas a monopoly software firm will consistently fail to accept such

---

³Ibid., p. 175.
responsibility.⁵ To be sure, an unpublished study from 2017 finds that greater market concentration can make firms more responsive to cybersecurity issues, but only to a point: “being in a dominant position reduces the positive effect of having less competitors on the responsiveness of the vendor,” and indeed, “the more dominant the firm is, the less rapid it is in releasing security patches.”⁶ This research confirms that competition is conducive to cybersecurity improvement.

It is not hard to see how this applies to emerging communication technologies markets. In the absence of competition, the above research suggests that device manufacturers, chip makers, and software developers will lack incentives to respond to vulnerabilities, to share information about cybersecurity practices and issues, and to take responsibility for security matters. The best way to get ahead of ongoing and future cybersecurity issues is to ensure the presence of adversarial competition in the market.

B. COMPETITION PREVENTS THE CREATION OF MONOCULTURES THAT ARE ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE TO CYBERATTACKS

Monopoly also undermines cybersecurity because it can create a “monoculture” of single-vendor products, opening the door to massive systemic failure in the case of a cyberattack. Computer researchers developed the concept of software monocultures in the early 2000s, in response to the regular phenomenon of computer viruses and other attacks spreading rapidly by exploiting flaws in the dominant operating system at the time, Microsoft Windows.⁷ When a computer system such as Windows has a dominant share of users, a virus that exploits a flaw in that system can quickly spread to infect numerous systems. An operating system monopoly thus enabled the fast and easy spread

---


of cyberattacks, and better cybersecurity could have been facilitated by greater diversity in online systems.⁸ As one research group posited, “a network architecture that supports a collection of heterogeneous network elements for the same functional capability offers a greater possibility of surviving security attacks as compared to homogeneous networks.”⁹

There has been considerable study of the theory that computer monocultures are naturally more vulnerable to attacks. To support this theory, researchers have found that software substitutes generally do not share the same flaws: Of 2,627 software vulnerabilities reported in 2007, only 29 (1.1%) applied to two products providing the same functionality.¹⁰ By contrast, different versions of a single software product were found to share vulnerabilities 84.7% of the time.¹¹ Thus, software monocultures share exploitable flaws even when there is some variation in versions across the monoculture; by contrast, diversity in software is almost guaranteed to prevent a single flaw from affecting all users.

In the case of 5G or the Internet of Things, a monoculture is an especially concerning possibility. To the extent that systems such as smart city sensors or communication networks are widely deployed in a monoculture fashion, a widespread attack could have devastating consequences, potentially blacking out a region and affecting essential services such as 911. A monoculture that is vulnerable to so-called “rootkits” or “backdoors”—maliciously installed software that enable bad actors to commandeer systems—could also

---

⁸Ibid.


¹¹Ibid., p. 140.
enable mass surveillance or spying by private hackers or foreign governments.¹² The presence of systems from multiple vendors would mitigate these possibilities.

The monoculture theory is not without critics, but a review of those criticisms shows them to be inapplicable to contemporary communication technologies. Some critics suggest that software diversity imposes unwarranted costs on firms who must forego economies of scale and devise seemingly duplicative yet different setups of computer systems.¹³ But those concerns largely focus on the situation where a single firm produces and manages heterogeneous systems, concerns that are avoided where heterogeneity arises naturally through competition between two unrelated firms. Critics also argue that technological measures can create “artificial diversity” through automated randomization of software code, so software engineers can purportedly solve monoculture issues and device users need not worry about the issue.¹⁴ But even these critics acknowledge that artificial diversity techniques are often insufficient because they must make assumptions about what aspects of the technology are most vulnerable to attack, and they concede that artificial diversity cannot stop attacks involving operation of legitimate software functions in undesirable ways (sending spam emails or deleting document files, for example).¹⁵

It is widely recognized that a monoculture is unavoidable in at least one respect: Most connected devices will need to conform to technical standards. Internet of Things devices generally communicate over wireless protocols such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, and 5G

---


¹³See, e.g., Randal C. Picker, “Cybersecurity: Of Heterogeneity and Autarky”, in The Law and Economics of Cybersecurity (Mark F. Grady and Francesco Parisi eds., 2005), pp. 115, 125. Picker proposes “autarky,” namely self-sufficiency of computers so that they can be disconnected from networks, as an alternative solution to monoculture. That proposal obviously is unworkable for connected devices.


¹⁵Ibid. (discussing “interface attacks”).
itself is a technical standard developed by private industry. A flaw in any such standard would render all mobile devices implementing the standard vulnerable to an identical attack. The best defense against this especially catastrophic possibility is rigorous development and testing of standards. The best way to ensure rigorous development and testing is to ensure that as many firms as possible, especially firms that share basic American values, are involved in the development of those standards. Thus, the necessary standardization of information and communication technologies is perhaps the most important reason why a competitive communication technology market is essential to cybersecurity and national security.

II. Competition Also Spurs Innovation and Promotes Success Among Domestic Industries

Although competition is critical to ensuring cybersecurity, it also is necessary to stimulate innovation overall.

When firms are closely matched in their abilities to develop cutting-edge technologies (in the terminology of economists, both are “close to the technological frontier”), competition provides incentives for all of those firms to innovate such that they can leapfrog ahead and “escape” competition temporarily.¹⁶ A 2009 empirical study confirmed that incumbent firms close to the technological frontier have strong incentives to innovate in the face of competition in order to “escape” that competition with better products.¹⁷ Similarly, economists theorize that innovative growth in duopoly markets occurs in a “step-by-step” fashion requiring a degree of copying between competitors, such that “a little imitation is

---


almost always growth-enhancing” by “promoting more frequent neck-and-neck rivalry.”¹⁸ These studies all confirm that competition is important to stimulating innovation.

III. To Promote Cybersecurity, Congress Should Promote Competition and Oppose Efforts to Undermine It

Given that competition offers these benefits to cybersecurity and innovation, this Committee and Congress should focus on promoting competition and removing entry barriers in new technology markets, especially among domestic firms. This focus is especially important because incumbent firms have long advocated, and continue today to advocate, for policies that effectively ask the government to pick winners and losers, to create artificial barriers to entry for newcomer competitors, and to allow for monopolization that diminishes incentives toward product quality and security.

A. Promoting New Entrants Versus Excluding Foreign Companies

Much attention has been paid to blocking entry of foreign company products out of cybersecurity or national security concerns. This has been the basis for the blocking of the Broadcom–Qualcomm merger by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS),¹⁹ the proposed federal ban on Huawei mobile phones,²⁰ the steel and aluminum tariffs,²¹ and the recent move to prevent Huawei from purchasing American chips, software, and other technologies.²²


Where there are in fact genuine concerns for cybersecurity or national security—known vulnerabilities in devices, for example—\textsuperscript{23} it is obviously appropriate for the government to take action to avoid harms to the nation. But it should be remembered that any sort of exclusionary activity against foreign competitors is a government intervention to suppress competition. Many have expressed concerns that allegations of national security harms are covers for economic protectionism,\textsuperscript{24} the consequence of which is potentially less competition and thus, for the reasons discussed above, less cybersecurity.

Congress should thus approach invocations of cybersecurity threats with a dispassionate eye, considering the consequences for competition of imposing restraints on trade in the name of security. By the same token, to the extent that Congress considers measures to increase security, its first line of approach should be reducing entry barriers to new startup firms, in order to increase competition. As Caleb Watney at the R Street Institute explains, there are simple pathways to expanding opportunities in emerging technological fields, such as addressing shortages of skilled labor and making computing resources that already exist more readily available to startups.\textsuperscript{25} These sorts of approaches would likely build up new firms that would maintain competitive pressure, leading to better cybersecurity.

\textbf{B. Limiting Anticompetitive Patent Licensing Strategies}

An area of particular concern should be the use of patents and patent licensing strategies to diminish competition or put up roadblocks to new entrants. Congress should


certainly not support these abuses of the patent system, and indeed should take steps to prevent them.

In the mobile communications space, patent licensing already plays an outsized role. There are reportedly between 250,000⁶ and 314,000⁷ patents on the smartphone alone, and litigation over cell phone technologies has lasted decades by now. Patents will thus inevitably have an impact on technologies like 5G or the Internet of Things, so the question is what that impact will be.

Patents are supposed to encourage innovation, but research finds that patents alone will not do so; competition is another requirement. A 2015 study considered the impact of competition policy and patent strength on innovation among European firms, measured in terms of research and development spending.⁸ Initially, the study compared firms in countries with strong patent laws against those in countries with weaker patent laws, and “found no effect of patent protection on R&D intensity,” a conclusion consistent with multiple other studies.⁹ However, the study found that when a major competition reform went into effect, strong-patent countries enjoyed a boost in innovation greater than that experienced in weak-patent countries.¹⁰ In other words, strong patent protec-

---


¹⁰Aghion, Howitt and Prantl, p. 243. Interestingly, the study finds this complementarity effect across patent-intensive industries—except for the computer and telecommunications industries. Ibid.
tion is complementary to strong competition; the former does not promote innovation without the latter.

The practical import of this research is that patent protection is beneficial up to a point. But to the extent that patents—or, more commonly, legal strategies involving patents—overreach to suppress competition, that overreach should be cause for concern. Yet today, strategic patent behavior contrary to competition is prevalent. The Federal Trade Commission’s ongoing lawsuit against mobile phone chip manufacturer Qualcomm, for example, challenges Qualcomm’s practice of refusing to sell chips to any phone manufacturer who does not first pay a hefty sum for patent licenses—even if the manufacturer does not actually have need for all those licenses.

To the extent that Qualcomm’s “no license, no chips” practice is in fact anticompetitive—that is what the district court overseeing the case will decide—monopolization of that market could substantially harm cybersecurity for the reasons noted above.\footnote{It is, of course, possible that Qualcomm’s practices are not anticompetitive; in that case, the company need do no more than wait for the district court to vindicate that position.} The company’s over-50% market share in the advanced mobile chip market\footnote{“Strategy Analytics: Q1 2018 Baseband Market Share: Samsung LSI Overtakes MediaTek,” BusinessWire, July 31, 2018, https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180731005614/en/Strategy-Analytics-Q1-2018-Baseband-Market-Share.} means that there is a virtual monoculture of Qualcomm chips already, and there are ongoing concerns about security vulnerabilities in those chips.\footnote{Ralf-Philipp Weinmann, “Baseband Attacks: Remote Exploitation of Memory Corruptions in Cellular Protocol Stacks” p. 2, in 6 Proceedings of the USENIX Workshop on Offensive Technologies (2012), https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/woot12/woot12-final24.pdf; see also Lucian Armasu, “Qualcomm Firmware Vulnerabilities Expose 900 Million Devices, Including Security-Focused Smartphones,” Tom’s Hardware, Aug. 9, 2016, https://www.tomshardware.com/news/quadrooter-qualcomm-android-firmware-vulnerabilities,32414.html.} It is thus puzzling that some have opposed the FTC litigation on the grounds that it is “making the US less competitive in the global 5G arms race.” As one scholar explains, this rhetoric “smacks
of ‘national champion’ thinking” and ultimately fails to ensure that “national security warnings are being balanced against competitive imperatives.”³⁴

With respect to emerging information technologies, Congress should be equally concerned that a leading firm could undertake similar patent licensing strategies to control the market. Network infrastructure, wireless protocols, and software are all areas where complex patent litigation has arguably created substantial barriers to entry. Patent practices ought to be scrutinized skeptically for the effects they may have on competition and thus security.

C. AVOIDING REGULATORY MEASURES THAT DISPROPORTIONATELY BURDEN SMALLER COMPETITORS

Regulatory efforts directed at technology firms could entrench incumbents, limit competition, and impede cybersecurity. At a very high level, regulation imposes costs of compliance on businesses. To the extent that large firms are better able to absorb those costs of compliance, either due to economies of scale or because the regulatory scheme imposes one-size-fits-all obligations on small and big firms alike, the potential consequence of the regulation could be to entrench large incumbents and stymie competition.

There are several areas in which Congress is considering engaging in regulatory legislation relating to communication technologies, and each of those areas warrants consideration as to effects on competition. Privacy legislation is one such topic that my colleagues have noted previously: Compliance with privacy protections can be easier for larger firms than for small ones, so the (certainly important) public value of greater privacy must be weighed against any potential hindrance to competition.³⁵ Directives re-


lating to content moderation are another, since there are substantial economies of scale present in online platforms’ ability to review posted user content.³⁶

This is not to say that any regulatory efforts ought to be avoided per se, but they do need to be considered carefully to the extent that they could present barriers to new entrants or barriers to strong competition. And in particular with regard to cybersecurity, attention must be paid to whether regulatory schemes may interfere with private development of cybersecurity technologies and norms. Industry working groups have long been developing consensus views on cybersecurity practices for 5G and the Internet of Things.³⁷ Robust industry collaboration on cybersecurity depends on high levels of competition and thus low barriers to entry that foster competition.

IV. Conclusion

I thank the Committee for its attention to the matters presented above. If my colleagues at the R Street Institute or I can be of any assistance to members of the Committee, please feel free to contact me.
